Adapting
Education
We've adapted education.
I didn't think Lily would pick up as fast as she did. I knew Maggie
loved numbers and she could relate. Addition wasn't something
I thought Lily would like. I was wrong. Math was not a subject I
thought Lily would be interested in. I was wrong. We have to
set our goals higher than our expectations. That is what we are
doing now. And it's working.
I had never heard of Montessori style schooling. The word was
mentioned but I paid little attention to it. Later, I would learn
that the principles of which the school is defined under are
created and were established for children with special needs.
Without giving you a perfect explanation of what Montessori is I
will tell you what it is to us. It's tactile. This is the first point that
drew me to the style. The visual aids and tactile features of the
tools used are immensely important for Lily. It draws her
attention to an activity & allows focus. It is also self correcting.
This gives a child more time to understand their mistakes &
make their own corrections without feeling less and being shown
by an adult. To be able to see your own mistake and fix it is
important. I love also the simplicity of the natural elements
Montessori cater to. The insect life cycles teach children the
importance of life to such an extent that when my children find
dying bugs they lift them up & give them leaves to spendMtheir
AY
last minutes on. Apathy is not something you teach. It is innate.

To see it at such a young age is something beautiful. By focusing
on the little things in nature from life cycles to leaf shapes the
principles teach an overall understanding of adapted education.
Real life learning. The art of practical life is a lost tradition. It isn't
taught anymore. But if you can't pour water into a cup without
spilling, how can you hold a pencil? Write with it? Spell your
name? Teaching is not just teaching. It's learning. Not just words
& numbers. But learning how to live. That's my Montessori.
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The way things are.
We are teaching with Montessori materials and
principles right now, combined with other learning
methods. I use a album as a written lesson plan that
guides me through Montessori materials and their
uses. The subjects are Language (which includes
geography & science), sensorial (math being a part of
sensorial as well as geometry), math and practical life.

Everything falls into these categories and what doesn't
I pick up with different programs. For language,
because of Lily's speech needs we use the Association
Method to teach speech & reading. We learn writing
as well. It is a multi-sensory technique & blends very
well with Montessori. Except Montessori doesn't use
Northampton symbols which I think help Lily a lot.

THE ASSOCIATION METHOD:
Both Lily & Maggie have benefited from
learning language via the association method.
The association method was originally taught
to her by a school that used it as their primary
style of teaching. After the travel became too
much to continue on at this school, we
incorporated what I learned by watching
sessions & studying into our routine for
language.

Lily memorizes each phoneme individual sound and
combinations so that she can read a word without
thinking about which is the proper sound to use.
There are sounds that look the same but are not
such as the /oo/ in book. Or the /oo/ in boot. They
are different but are spelled similar. By adding a little
number 2 over the /oo/ in book and a 1 over the /
oo/ in boot, you've taken the guesswork out of
reading. Just by using Northampton symbols. By
matching picture to word and using various methods
of teaching that incorporate the way you learn to
read to the way you begin to write it covers all the
bases. Through oral recall and learning how to listen
and find a sound you are essentially reading. After a
handful of sounds is learned they take off. I slip the
association method into everything I can. If we are
reading cards with Montessori materials I write on a
blackboard Northampton style comparisons the
sounds of the words or whatever materials we are
working on. Additionally, Lily uses cursive writing
which is something both the Association method &

Montessori learning focus on for writing skills.
Cursive is a more natural way to write for easier
motor planning as the pencil doesn't leave the page
as often as with print.
This requires less
memorization of movement & more freedom to
write. Speaking of writing.... I do hand over hand
assistance with most things with Lily. This pertains to
writing the actual letters. She is trying harder and
accomplishing writing by herself things like /oo/ in
cursive. This happened most recently. She also
independently drew her first picture without asking
for help. We started out a picture together & she
completed it. We've been using a program called
Handwriting without Tears and it has generalized itself
in everything we work on writing wise. Even though
we ROSETTA
are teaching capitals with the materials itself as its
focus
is capitals, the workbooks teach an interesting
STONE
way to line up words which makes writing easier to
remember because the square itself is an outline to
the memory of writing it after practicing it time &
time again.

HANDWRITING WITHOUT TEARS, SANDPAPER LETTERS &
THE MOVEABLE ALPHABET
Handwriting without tears has
helped shape a major
milestone in both of
my kiddos life. But
sandpaper letters &
the moveable alphabet
used in combination
with HWT has been a
powerful combination.
By feeling the letters
first you pick up better
on the motor planning.
It allows your body to
map the movements
without the pressure
of getting it right while
practicing. The
moveable alphabet
allows you to spell
without having to
write.

LEARNING TO SPELL & WRITE
We use a combination of
things to learn language.
We b e g a n w i t h t h e
Association method & then
from there incorporated
speech therapy directed
materials like the Kaufman
method to improve
expressive language skills.
This evolved into programs
like Rosetta Stone English
learning programs online,
set for a homeschool
curriculum and Rosetta
Stone reading for kids. It
has been great teaching
both reading & improve
speech for both girls. From
there we were introduced
to Montessori style reading
which blends beautifully
with all of the above. By

combining all of these
programs together the
children are learning to
write and can read without
even realizing it surprising
themselves & surpassing the
goals they they set for
themselves.

Montessori Math
One of the subjects I thought
would be the hardest to grasp
has been the easiest & most
fun subject for the children to
explore. They have enjoyed
using the math beads. They
love counting them and
matching their colors. They
are easily recognizable and
understood when learning
addition & subtraction which
is where we are right now. Lily
has increased her fine motor
skills just by using materials
like the hanging bead stair
which requires fine motor
skills to build and incredible

patience and focus. The math
materials have taught the
children focus and attention
to detail as well as the
sensory materials have. They
have taught the children to
see & visually discriminate to
the point that they can see
the patterns of objects before
putting them together. And
that right there can generalize
itself into any subject you can
study or thing you can do in
life forever.

MATH AS AN OBJECT
By using physical objects as manipulatives at
math, children can see and feel what it is
they are counting. Numbers are no longer
just symbolic representations. But they
become numbers the child can feel the
weight of and understand the math behind
the object. Both Lily & Maggie have done
very well with math by matching beads to
their symbols through simple
representation & reference to color. They
have learned to associate the beads with
the math symbols which helps them see
the math it is they are doing in their minds
& better express it on
paper. All through
the use of multi
sensory techniques.

Sensorial materials & practical life.
One of the most important things you can
give to the child is something you cannot give
them at all. The world to explore. You can
give the materials but it is their will to take
those things and use them, understand them
and turn them into the objects that teach
them about the things they need to know. By
using simple objects we learn complex things.

By pouring glasses of water we learn to build
dams & streams. By understanding the basic
building blocks of life we embrace the
foundation that knowledge stands on. We
build a foundation that cannot be broken.
That can be added to and that will rise up.
These are the things we give our children.
Blocks. And they build mountains with them.

CREATIVITY FOR
DESIGN
To learn how the shapes of
objects fall together and fit
to create new objects is
the stuff that makes men
build ships that sail oceans
and the buildings that
bridge the land to the
water that they sail in.

DISCRIMINATION
OF VISION
To see an object with your
eyes and feels it shape well
enough to virtually pick up
the perfect piece without
thinking about it.
It
becomes automatic. And
it's magic.

VISUALIZING &
FEELING
NUMBERS
To see & feel the weight of a
number means to
understand the number &
why 10 is "bigger" than 5. It
is because it is. But here it is.
Can you see it? Can you feel
it? Yes.

A new way of
learning
I am very excited about
how the children are
reacting to Montessori
style learning as well as
learning in general. The
kids love to learn. I'm
learning to follow the
child in the direction
they take me towards
learning while still
touching base with the
gener al knowledge
every child needs to
know. Teaching seemed
too vast in the
beginning until I started
picking it to pieces like

the children pick away
at their materials until I
realized teaching is a lot
like learning--it is little
things put together to
make I big thing we call
education.
We are
adapting education.
Learning through living.
Living by exploring.
Exploring by feeling,
seeing, smelling, hearing
and being a part and
growing into our
environments &
ourselves.

